To overcome our point of view we formulated the following manifest:

**MANIFEST OF ECOLOGY – MANIFESTE DU ÉCOLOGISME**

1/ To build is not ecological. Building ecologically is therefore a contradiction
2/ Ecology is a political term... it’s time to give it an architectural content
3/ “Ecology, ecologic technologies,...” is an illusion
4/ It’s time for synthetic, hybrid, primitive architecture
5/ We don’t want to be merchants of heat pumps, insulation and building management systems
6/ We want to touch, not occupy
7/ Less is more ecology

**ECOLOGICAL PARAMETERS**
The project brought up an interesting discussion on how to build ecologically within a protected natural area of the national park in Czech Republic. The centre, which we designed, is equipped with a heat pump, heat recovery, a special solar system and glass with high temperature resistance. Insulations are designed, based on the size of panels available on the market, eliminating scrap, and provided by waste less technology. The glazed walls are constructed in a way to avoid overheating of the interior by sun and to permit a natural ventilation. The object has an energy efficiency related to the context, sun exposure, and climate conditions. Each slope and angle of the roof has its natural counterpart. It could be seen as an abstract model to study the geometry of the building and the forces which once formed the terrain. The geometry of the roof refers to the geometry of the Krkonoše Mountains and is compared with stoneformations on boarders of continents from outer space.

**SHAPE | ORIGIN**
Inspiration was a research project which shows the correlation of forces in a stone compared with stoneformations on boarders of continents from outer space. According to the similarity of the forces the stones origin can be identified.

**MICROCLIMATIC CONDITIONS**
The Krkonoše Mts. are the first barrier against the west wind with the origin in the Atlantic Ocean. The air with high level of humidity is forced to increase the altitude of the area. Influenced by lower temperatures, the vapor in the air condensates and leads into frequent rains and snowfalls.

The city Vrchlabí, situated at the foothills of the Mountains, is greatly affected by the microclimate of the mountain range. The weather is quite instable and relatively cold. The average temperature in Vrchlabí stays at 7 °C, the average annual rainfall is 960 mm.
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